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Three Amigos
BY CUSTARD & SON

MASTER

OF DISGUISE,
HE PLANS TO FLEE...

Brrrr, it’s cold –
has anyone seen
me arrive?

THIS

SWEATSHIRT
SHOULD WORK FINE
SAYS HE.

BUT TOO LATE DAN –
YOUR PLAN IS SUSSED...

message from our

Diving Officer

God,
he’s not
REALLY
intending to
dive in that
semi-dry
is he?

Our 50th year,
what a milestone!
Thanks to Ruth and her merry helpers, we have

CHAIRMAN CRAIG HAS
ARRIVED ON SITE...
WITH LITTLE PITY,

a celebratory edition of mouthpiece, which will
hopefully resurrect some old memories for some

FOR YOUR PLIGHT

COME ON DAN,
KIT UP FAST...

A WARM UP DIVE IN

What...
like this?

OK, OK boys...
only joking!

Smile!
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what has occurred, making me quite a juvenile in

JUST IGNORE
THAT ICY BLAST!

WRAYSBURY

Give him one
of your menacing
looks, Craig!

my part I can only give a recent (ten years) view on

AND

FOR

Many thanks to everyone
involved for their co-operation,
ideas and inspiration.

and give an insight to bygone days to others? For

SO
ARRIVES FULL OF GLEE...

50th anniversary edition

Winner: 2018 UK club photo competition

SO DIVE IN WRAYSBURY
– YOU MUST!

DAN

Welcome to this special

club terms.
hehehe

Who nailed
my foot down?

When I joined, Frances Jewson was DO, followed for a short spell by Craig
Edwards, then Nick Jewson and finally Matt Fry before my appointment. I know
quite a few of the current members have also previously held the post. On behalf
of the club I would like to thank all that have undertaken this role in encouraging
our divers to progress while staying safe.
In my first few years there were boats organised every other weekend during

Malta again, again, again
In conversation
with the Jewsons
Training matters
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14

the season, sometimes two or three on the same event. Although the number
of diving members has remained fairly consistent the number of boat trips has
steadily declined. This seems mostly down to cost and time restrictions. It is
becoming harder to fill all bookings, although this year seems to have had a
little renaissance which is very encouraging.

SUSPECTING A
POSSIBLE BREAKOUT –
CRAIG BRINGS IN THE
RE-INFORCEMENTS

OK Dan,
you wait there
while I test
the water

21 years
of diving adventures

Although a high proportion of dives are conducted out of Weymouth,
we have visited many destinations in the last ten years. From my logbook:
Huh, fat
chance of going
ANYWHERE now that
Pete’s cemented me
to the spot!

AND

SO IT WAS, THEY ENTERED
THE WATER...

DAN

WAS NOT A DIVE ABORTER!

“IT’S NOT COLD,” YOU’LL HEAR
THEM CLAIM...
“BUT

DRY SUIT DIVING SHOULD
BE YOUR NEXT AIM!”

Brrr...
they lied!

Fancy
a pint?

SO OUR
TALE IS AT
ITS END...
WITH DAN
GETTING A
WARM UP
FROM HIS
FRIEND!

A

PRESEASON
DIVE IS
GREAT TO
CHECK OUT
YOUR KIT...

BUT
Glug,
glug, glug...

IF
DIVING
SEMI-DRY,
WE HOPE
YOU ARE
FIT!

Salcombe, Swanage, Plymouth, Littlehampton, Brighton, Eastbourne, Isle of

Zosia cake

Wight, Southsea, Lymington, Exmouth, Dartmouth, Poole, Torquay, Lundy,
Pembroke, Sound of Mull, Scapa Flow, Shetlands and much more...as well as

16

The depths of instructing

RIB ride

17

20
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far too many lakes. Many many more places to go. Through the club I have also
ventured to overseas destinations including: Malta, Egypt, Caribbean Islands,
sometimes with diving as the primary incentive, but many times as a social

Diving with Dennis

22

Guides give it a try

24

holiday including friends and family. These are just the trips I’ve been on, the
list of club destinations is significantly longer.
We have a healthy programme set for 2018. Quite a few celebratory events have
been planned both in-water and on terra firma. Should anyone wish to organise
or assist in any of our dives or events, please make your interest known to me or

My family and other stuff
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any other committee member.
Wishing you all a safe and enjoyable 2018 and many more years to come.

Advanced diveaholic

26

Andy Hodgson
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History of diving
Jeff Reed

John Lethbridge

Alexander’s glass bell

and Andrew Becker

mention Greek sponge fishermen who

the major shipping ports of the eastern

one-man completely enclosed diving suits.

plummet to depths of almost 30 metres by

Mediterranean are so well organized that

William H. James (1825) designs a self-

holding a heavy rock. To try to compensate

a scale of payment for salvage work is

contained underwater breathing apparatus.

for the increasing pressure on their ears,

established by law. Divers continue to

John and Charles

they pour oil into their ear canals and take a

this day to make significant contributions

Deane adapt a fire-

mouthful before descent.

to warfare.

fighting apparatus

After discovering pearl oyster beds
Ocean, Spanish

“Deane’s Patent

Persian king, Xerxes. Herodotus described

explorers routinely

Diving Dress.”

how divers worked at bringing back cargoes

enslave native divers

from sunken ships.

and make them

Caribbean pearl divers

Drebbel engineers the first watertight boat

and a system to ‘reuse’ the air that the diver

carrying 12 rowers that operated in the

exhales by removing

river Thames to a depth of 20m.

the carbon dioxide

diver over and

defences the city might undertake to build.

over again: a diver

Legend has it that he descended in a device

could exceed three

UNDERWATER CAMERA

1893

FIRST REBREATHER

1876

FIRST DIVING SCHOOL

1843

BREATHING APPARATUS

1825

ONE MAN DIVING SUIT

1715

DIVING BELL

1690

WATERTIGHT BOAT

1620

SALAVAGE OPERATIONS

332 BC

SPONGE DIVERS

400 BC

TREASURE HUNTING

450 – 500 BC

FOOD, COMMERCE & WAR

hours underwater!

Drebbel’s boat

Japanese Ohgushi develops a system

certification cards to indicate a minimum

(1918) that can operate as a scuba with

level of training and as a requirement for

an air supply cylinder carried on the

cylinder refills, adoption of submersible

back. Frenchman ‘Yves Le Prieur’ (1926)

pressure gauges, adoption of the buoyancy

develops this further so that the diver

compensator and single hose regulators as

carries a compressed

essential pieces of diving equipment.
introduction of devil gases ‘nitrox’ and

air into his face mask

‘trimix’. 1997 witnesses the introduction

by opening a tap.

of the first commercially manufactured

Jacques Cousteau

Closed Circuit Rebreather in the sports
diving global market.
Yves LePrieur

Tne twenty first century witnesses a

an automatic demand valve to release air

rapid expansion into the Asian market

as the diver inhales. Guy Gilpatric invents

(2 million divers qualified per annum) but

rubber goggles.

sadly diving attracts limited investment in

Following a visit by

research areas. Main stream influences are

entrepreneur Oscar Gugen

primarily driven by electronics, specialised

and Peter Small to Trevor

Fleuss by Seibe
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The technical age arrives in 1987 with

chest and releases

and Emile Gagnan

1926

ordering the destruction of any submarine

1918

back to the

in the 1970s, including: adoption of

(1943) incorporate

DECOMPRESSION TABLES

Alexander the Great at the siege of Tyre,

which kept its occupants dry and admitted

4500 BC

scuba that uses pure compressed oxygen

Jacques Cousteau & Emile Gagnan

in the 1960s become widely implemented

air bottle on his

Around 1620 Dutchman Cornelius Van

and recirculating it

Cousteau’, is

Haldane in his laboratory

Fleuss (1876) invents a compact, lightweight

Aristotle, in ‘Problemata’, tells the tale of

suffering the bends.

advances relating to scuba safety that began

the Royal Navy in 1843. Seaman Henry A.

1907

Cyana and Scyllias

of Jacques

(Adjustable Buoyancy Life Jacket). Important

The first diving school is established by

1600 – 1715

‘Undersea World

providing a preventative solution for divers

1965 witnesses the introduction of ABLJ

1876 – 1940

the ocean floor.

stage method of decompression, thereby

in 1977 for five years.

Leather diving suits

retrieve pearls from

influential series,

followed by ‘The Cousteau Odyssey’ that airs

and call it the

who worked to recover treasure for the

1

An equally

a set of diving tables that establish a

in 1966 and runs for ten years. It is quickly

for use in diving,

in the Caribbean area of the Atlantic

Cyana, were Greek breath holding divers

QUIZ
Answers on back page.

Sea Hunt

scuba diving.

first broadcast

(1715) both develop

Scyllias, a sculptor, and his daughter,

to take up

John Lethbridge

light. Salvage diving operations around

The writings of Homer and Aristotle

of people

Physiologist J.S. Haldane (1907) composes

BACK MOUNTED GAS CYLINDER

the Trojan Wars.

thousands

documentary film.

Oscar Gugen
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materials and a few scientists.

RECREATIONAL CCR

operations sabotaging enemy ships during

first underwater

BABY FACE

These divers will all be 50 during
our anniversary year. Can you put
a name to their baby faces?

1997

from the surface.

series inspires

DEVIL GASES

temples. Divers are involved in military

adventurer. The

produced the

1987

barrels of air down

Hans Hasse (1940)

JACQUES COUSTEAU TV SERIES

date from Egyptian Antiquity at the Thebes

an underwater

1966

sending weighted

photographs. Later,

1907 – present
Halley’s diving bell

The first references to underwater activity

starring Lloyd Bridges as Mike Hunt,

ABLJ INTRODUCED

is replenished by

the first underwater

1965

atmosphere in the bell

Louis Boutan photography

Sea Hunt airs on television in 1957,

SEA HUNT TV SERIES

food-gathering, commerce, or warfare.

in London.

1957

in which the

first underwater

BSAC FORMED

the world, engage in diving as a form of

the British Sub-Aqua Club is established

1952

diving bell (1690)

(1893) invents the

DEMAND VALVE & GOGGLES

China, and probably many other parts of

1943

Halley develops a

UNDERWATER DOCUMENTARY

as those found in Greece, Mesopotamia,

1940

Astronomer Edmund

Hampton’s first UK dive school in 1952,

camera creating

FACE MASK AIR SUPPLY

Around 4500 BCE coastal cultures such

Louis Boutan
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successful and was taken to Spain on a
couple of occasions. Then, in early 80’s,
the club bought two Poseidon boats, later

Geoff’s history of

Bracknell 434
Geoff Baker interview, 29 November 2017

DIVE

TRIPS

More recently the Cobra was bought in
the 1990’s, and later sold in 2003 followed
by the 16D in 2005. This decision was
driven by rising costs of maintenance and
storage as well as difficulties in getting
people to tow them. These, together with
unreliability, made people very reluctant to

How did Bracknell Sub Aqua Club start?

Any significant memories of that dive?

The club started in June 1968 when a

I remember really bright colours

local Youth Leader talked to a member

underwater, helped by the bright sunshine

of Reading Dive Club with the idea of

and sea state being nearly flat calm. It was

Current qualification level?

starting a dive club in Bracknell. I wanted

so clear that there was no need for a torch.

AD and Advanced Instructor.

Over the years there have been many

Most liked

changes in kit and training etc – what

There is something good about taking

did you start with?

someone on their first open water dive,

I was able to buy a wetsuit from Hale

especially when they see marine life and

Marine, on Cemetery Junction in Reading,

express their excitement as soon as they

because some insurance money had

surface. Just magic.

come through. I started my diving

Most disliked

using just a harness and cylinder with

Low visibility dive with no purpose.

to become a Queen’s Scout and needed
an activity which could be scuba diving,
potholing or canoeing. I chose the former
when I saw an advert in the local paper.
The first meeting of the fledging dive
club took place on 9 July 1968 at the open
air pool that used to be in Broad Lane,
Bracknell. About 18-20 people joined that
night with support from a Reading Branch
member and from then on diving took over
from scouting for me.
In the early 70s it was thought that
joining BSAC might be an idea, but
membership went down, so the club
pulled out. However when Bracknell Sports
Centre opened in 1973 there was a large
increase in membership – up to over 70 –

a surface inflating life jacket (like those
used on planes). The technique required
matching lead weight with planned
depth and swimming down if necessary.
Decompression was not going to be a

use them. Diving had moved on to the use
of charter boats.

What has kept you interested?
New members that want to join in with
the club and share the wonders of our
underwater world.

problem because there would never be

Is the training better or worse?

enough gas to stay down long enough.

The training has become more streamlined

ABLJs came in later.

as dive equipment has evolved...more back
up options now than we had in the past.

so the decision was taken to rejoin BSAC

What was the dive season like and

and Branch 0434 was born.

where did you dive?

What would you change about

What attracted you?

We started mid-May and ended beginning

current training?

I was always drawn to Jacques Cousteau

of October, usually with shore dives in

Put the snorkeling back – it’s a very useful

and Hans & Lotte Hass films on TV, as well

places such as Durdle Door, Chesil Beach

skill anyway.

as the action adventure series Sea Hunt

(for the Royal Adelaide), and Kimmeridge.

Best purchase?

that starred Lloyd Bridges as a former US

Most years we hired 3-4 charter boats:

Dive computer and Dui drysuit.

Navy frogman. I found the underwater

although there were fewer then, they

world intriguing and was hooked once I

did exist. One choice was Salcombe

got the opportunity to try it. I thought it a

using Pat Dean’s boat.

much better option than potholing!
What do you like most about the sport?
The period of time when you are in your
own world with no disturbances.
Where did you first dive?
First open water was at Durdle Door, Spring
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replacing one with the 16D.

The club first invested in their own

Worst purchase
First drysuit leaked like a sieve...must have
been made from porous neoprene.

boats in the mid 70’s. The first one was

Best and worst dive holidays

a second hand black RFD bought from

Best holiday with diving Cyprus.

Reading Dive Club. This was an inflatable

Best diving trip – ten days on the Solmar 5,

with a not too ridged duckboard bottom

west coast of Mexico: manta rays, dolphins

that wobbled as you moved along.

and sea lions, also a school of hammer

In 1977, we made a boat from a kit –

head sharks.

Bank Holiday 1969, where we camped and

Domino 77. This was a 16 ft boat made at

Never had a bad dive holiday because

walked down to the site.

different peoples’ houses. It was pretty

they have all been with good friends.
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ÚÚ

BE NICE TO EACH OTHER! ÚÚ

Hey, remember that corny game show? Take an unsuspecting couple, put one of
them in a booth with headphones on whilst you ask their partner three questions
about them...then bring them back together to confirm or deny the answers. Repeat
the process with the other partner then watch the sparks fly! Add up the scores to see
who gets the most. It was £10 per correct answer but 10 points in our watery version!

LEADING
THE WAY
Peter Newman

To my delight, a Donald tweet turned up trumps

Matt &
Jonna Fry

Sarah &
Pete Custerson

Score: 30

Score: 50

as the opening quote for an article about my Dive
Leader training: “Fool me once shame on you, fool

Rescue skills in Vobster

always rain in Pembroke. The Thistlegorm and, closer to home, the

me twice shame on me, fool me three times...load

Aeolean Sky are truly epic wrecks. The camaraderie and banter on

the choppers let them rain on you.”

the dive trips was, and is, first rate. And eventually I passed! This last

In my case it wasn’t three fools but no less than three BSAC

vomit not withstanding) which was exemplary throughout.

National Instructors! Talk about needing to bring my ‘A’ game into

one is more a testament to the standard of instruction (simulated

play! In hindsight, I really should have known to have my guard

Some words to the wise

up by the third. My dive leader journey started in April 2015 and

For anyone considering taking Dive Leader, I’d say go for it but don’t

About JONNA

About MATT

About SARAH

About PETE

took me until May 2017 to complete, with a gruelling Rescue Skills

try to rush it. Remember to go diving. Go often and for fun as well

Kitting up: BC or fins first?

His logged dives: how many?

Kitting up: BC or fins first?

His logged dives: how many?

review with Martin and Jeff. As with all of the lessons, most of the

as for experience credits. Book on every SDC going. They are all

Matt says: BC
Jonna says: BC

Jonna says: 752
Matt says: 766

Pete says: fins
Sarah says: fins

Sarah says: 900
Pete says: 902

stress was self inflicted.

good ways to build experience and skills, and some, like the highly

Lead: weight in UK salt water?

His kidney dump: which side?

Lead: weight in UK salt water?

His kidney dump: which side?

Matt says: 2kg
Jonna says: 0kg

Jonna says: left
Matt says: left

Pete says: 4,3,2,1kg*
Sarah says: 4,3,2,1kg*

Sarah says: right
Pete says: right

Boat food: favourite snack?

Boat drink: his favourite?

Boat food: favourite snack?

Boat drink: his favourite?

Matt says: sandwich
Jonna says: Zosia cake!

Jonna says: tea...with 2 sugars
Matt says: tea

Pete says: Zosia cake!
Sarah says: Zosia cake!

Sarah says: hot squash
Pete says: hot squash

*Both replied that it depends on season and undersuit – well done for knowing all scenarios!

Overall the thing that surprised me about the course was the

Dive Leader syllabus. Expect to have to do a lot of the organising

suppose. The skills were almost secondary. The whole extra page in

and cajoling yourself. This isn’t a course you will be spoon fed!

the qualification record gives a daunting clue as to the amount of

Remember that the wider BSAC family are often ready to help too.

experience required and there were days when I thought I’d never

But most of all expect to get a lot out of the process.

rack up enough in-water time or find enough instructors. Yes there

Richard &
Gayle Watson

Score: 20

Score: 30

For those of you who have been through it all already, I hope

are still some personal diving skills elements, taking practice to get

you smile at the memory of your own DO3 - Dive Leading Practice

right, but for the most part they are revision and progression of

(aka Naughty Novice) lesson as much as I do. Do trainees really hide

skills covered in previous courses. The bulk of the new learning is

in car parks and throw rocks at their buddies?

focused on the divers around you: taking responsibility for groups

Andy Taylor
& Karen Waller

recommended Oxygen Administration, share a portion of the

emphasis on experience and responsibility – the hint is in the title I

Special thanks to Gill Vine for the couple of (careless?) words

of divers; planning to help avoid things going wrong; and learning

of encouragement that I took to heart and which led to two years

the skills needed to cope if they do.

of nagging, training, practicing and eventually (I hope) to my

The learning curve

diving improving. Massive thanks also to the Instructors who gave
their time to teach the lessons – Jeff, Martin, Andy, Alan, Michelle

And things did go wrong: lost fins, deflating BCDs, free-flowing

and Janos – and those others who have helped me during the

regulators (yours truly), divers left on the quayside, half filled

experience build up – Jon, Gill, Clive, Pete, Matt, Craig, Steve and

twinsets, sickness (sea and simulated), getting lost in Vobster (me

Felicity. And finally, not forgetting the buddies who risked it all!

again), not mentioning a couple of open zips! They all contributed

Your contribution was and is appreciated and will be remembered.

to the learning curve and I definitely know that Vobster lake

Thank you.

water is cold in April! Dealing with these problems, and the
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About KAREN

About ANDY

About GAYLE

About RICHARD

various different conditions encountered, all contribute to my

Kitting up: BC or fins first?

His logged dives: how many?

Kitting up: BC or fins first?

His logged dives: how many?

Andy says: BC
Karen says: BC

Karen says: 2000
Andy says: 3000+

Richard says: BC
Gayle says: fins

Gayle says: 60
Richard says: 70

the variables involved in a future ‘incident pit’ scenario. I’m glad I

Lead: weight in UK salt water?

His kidney dump: which side?

Lead: weight in UK salt water?

His kidney dump: which side?

Andy says: 10kg
Karen says: 8kg

Karen says: left
Andy says: left

Richard says: 6kg
Gayle says: 6kg

Gayle says: right
Richard says: right

some cracking dives and excellent instruction, including a training

Boat food: favourite snack?

Boat drink: his favourite?

Boat food: favourite snack?

Boat drink: his favourite?

day as a guest of Helfins Club being put through my paces by two

Andy says: pastie
Karen says: pie

Karen says: hot chocolate
Andy says: coffee

Richard says: sandwich
Gayle says: sandwich

Gayle says: tea
Richard says: hot chocolate

BSAC council members and National Instructors. I’ve had fun and

risk management process, and will hopefully reduce some of
experienced my first serious free flow in conditions I was otherwise
completely comfortable in, and I suspect that this explains a lot
about why the course is structured in this way.
Don’t get me wrong, some things also went well :0) – I’ve had

racked up memories that I will treasure for a lifetime...and it didn’t

Taking strides

Simulated near drowning incident

January 2018 x mouthpiece

3
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Malta

again, again, again?
Jonna Fry

HMS Stubborn: Bendy Camplin, Martin Forde
and Pete Custerson start their ascent from 55m+

Um El Fahroud: Pete Custerson
pauses to pose next to the funnel

Um El Fahroud standing upright on the seabed at 33m:
Andy Hodgson does a quick clean up to reveal her name

Rozi: Andy Hodgeson finds a hole to fit

Jonna inspects the Imperial Eagle

The group hover over the Blenheim Bomber

There are none of the luxuries of

Malta has catered for diving for many

us down to the divers’ car park. The wrecks

to add to his dinner plate collection, but in

years and has an extensive diving industry.

of P29 and Rozi were checked out and we

the end he left them behind.

Grenada that Nic Hallett recounted in

Dedicated dive boats are starting to

were all set for the next few days of diving.

last year’s mouthpiece. Travel to dive

the order of the day. Many dives involve

some highlights

sites takes place in beaten up mini-

a short walk down relatively steep steps

A highlight of the week was HMS Stubborn,

dry dock and, was scuttled to provide an

or paths, which can be challenging for us

a 66m long S-class submarine that was

artificial reef. She lies upright, a ten minute

spoiled UK divers. In addition, a number

sunk in April 1946 as an ASDIC target,

swim from the shore entry point, and is

of wrecks lie a good 10-minute swim from

losing her tail fin in the process. She lies at

quite a site when she comes into view. Two

the entry and exit point, so testing our

a depth of 56m and is in great condition,

dives were needed to properly look her

(poor) fitness.

lying upright with a slight list. Even at such

over, focusing on the inside first and then

depths the visibility is excellent in the Med

the outside.

trucks with suspicious suspensions,
most ‘dive boats’ are old traditional
fishing boats where kitting up is done
in a near crouched-down position, and
the main luxury of the accommodation
is a card operated air-con. So why does

the deeper the better

and the full wreck was explored by six of

also visited. She is a 110m Libyan oil tanker,
which suffered structural damage while in

The better wrecks are at depths deeper

us. The conning tower stands proud and

sea creatures

than 30m and were the focus of a group

some hatchways are open, although much

Fish life spotted included: a moray where

of seven heading off in June 2017. Andy

too small to entice any of us. We dived the

the ship is broken in two, a ‘friendly’

Hodgson organised, and high on his wish

wreck off the dive boat Leymar – a proper

triggerfish by the funnel, and...when

list was Le Polynesien, Malta’s equivalent to

dive boat...with a lift!

decompressing back in the bay...a (sadly

The Titanic.

The next day it was then Le Polynesien.

dead) ray. Also: an octopus that didn’t

Three of the group went on Leymar

want to play, a big flatworm, and the most

We were diving with Maltaqua, a well-oiled

again, all kitted up with trimix, stages

beautiful baby scorpionfish of the week.

It’s simply down to the wrecks – their

dive operator that caters also for technical

and rebreathers. Le Polynesien was a 19th

Having said that, if you are into fish

diving so those of us that wanted it were all

century passenger liner sunk by a German

and reef diving then Malta is probably not

availability variety and accessibility. Oh,

sorted with twinsets. Dave, our guide and

U-boat towards the end of World War One.

for you. Reef life is typically Mediterranean,

driver for the week, took us to the Comino

At 152m in length, she is one of the largest

i.e. basically non-existant, and fish life has

and don’t forget the cakes of Medina!

ferry terminal, the usual check-out site.

wrecks in Malta. The ship lies upright,

suffered from the overfishing of the Med.

Amongst all the lanes leading drivers on to

complete in one piece, and still has many

Nevertheless a great week’s diving! We are

the ferries is a dedicated divers lane taking

artefacts on-board – Andy seemed to want

already talking about going back.

the club keep coming back to Malta?
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appear, but shore diving is still very much

The old favourite of Um El Fahroud was

Backdrop: Andy Hodgson on the Blenheim Bomber

However, first a bit of check-out diving.
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the Jewsons
in conversation with

Club halloween party in the old days

A bit of devilment

Rebreather dive at NDAC

Nick and Andy completing pre-dive rebreather checks

Brass found on a Pembroke dive

Interview conducted on 23 November 2017 with
Nick Jewson and Frances Jewson who both
joined the club in 1980, aged 21 and 20 respectively.

Group line up, Truk Lagoon (L-R): Jeff Reed, Dave Hughes, Frances Jewson and Tim Slow

Club weekend trip, Plymouth

What attracted you?

where I remember a brilliant dive

under 40 with most joining in their 20s. If

What was the social life like?

Best purchase?

Nick Watching Jacques Cousteau films

with lots of life.

there were any younger they tended to be

Frances Drysuit – as above.

Nick First proper dive was from a RIB in

Frances Pretty similar to now...we had

on TV. I used to go swimming at Bracknell

children of club members. There tended

Beer & Skittles and Fancy Dress parties.

Nick My rebreather. The Cis Lunar was

Sports Centre and saw the notice board

Mixton Hole, Brighton. It had been sold as a

to be more men than women due to the

The main difference between then and

bought in 1996 and is still going strong. It

advertising diving.

dive into a hole with vertical sides with lots

intensity of the training.

now is that everybody would actually

cost $10K at the time and in relative terms

Frances I watched the same TV

of crab and lobster on ledges. The wildlife

dress up!

probably cheaper now.

programmes. Also, having just moved with

was not quite as abundant as promised

my parents to Wokingham, I was looking

but viz was far better than the lake.

to meet people and for something to get
involved with when I saw something in the

What was training like then?

local paper about the dive club.

Nick In the early years the training was
very much old school navy style. The

Both Most people dived 2-3 times a

House was an experience in itself. One stay

month. There were Thames river dives

I remember particularly: we were doing

from Caversham and Windsor, which

knot tying practice and ended up tying the

were always interesting near the bridges.

girls to chairs. They retaliated by putting

On one occasion someone found the

pressure was on the female divers in

Frances It’s the adventure and not

particular because it was very much geared

knowing what you will see, plus being

towards men. It was much harder work and

able to forget the outside world.

needed full commitment to get through

Nick Jumping off a boat and

all the levels of the A to F tests, followed

forgetting everything else, and

by G and H tests to gain Third Class Diver

the joy of being underwater.

status to be able to dive to 20-25m

We also towed the RIB to Swanage,

(equivalent to Sports Diver). Then there was

Brighton, Plymouth, Weymouth and

Where did you first dive?

still more training and experience required

even France and Spain.

Both Littleton Lake for training purposes.

to get to Second Class (Advanced Diver) to

Nick For the snorkel training we had
to swim out as far as a particular buoy,
and then duck dive about 6m and grab a
handful of weed to show we had got down!
Frances The early scuba dives were also
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Nick Staying at Bovisand in the Bunk

What do you most like about diving?

Frances finds a hole, Truk Lagoon

Japanese ‘Betty’ bomber, Truk Lagoon

What was the diving like then?

hilt of a sword which is now in The British
Museum. At that time you didn’t need
permission or boat cover.
Also popular was shore diving at
Kimmeridge, Lulworth and Durdle Door.

talc in our sleeping bags...which resulted
in them being put into cold showers. I
reconsidered throwing Frances into the
harbour by the timely arrival of a police car!
Over the years what changes
in kit have you seen that most
affected your diving?
Nick Dive computers, first for air then

Worst Purchase?
Both Dive reels at dive shows!
Best holiday taken for diving?
Both Bikini Atoll was memorable for the
diving, company and history of the place,
and even the three days taken to get there.
Funniest/scariest diving moments?
Nick Watching Frances, who hates
congers, pop her head through a hole in
a wreck and come face to face with one.
She then swam rapidly backwards.
Frances Nick pointing his torch at an

Nitrox etc were a big improvement over

The depths were usually 20-25m because

angler fish that promptly closed its mouth

tables...and I had one of the first available.

be able to dive deep wrecks at 35m. There

you had to be a Second Class Diver to go

round it – it looked like a lamp shade.

Also we didn’t have contents gauges on

were no dive schools then or PADI and all

to 35m. The depth and time were also

our early set-ups and relied on reserve air

Training given?

training was in branch.

restricted by the equipment with small

which had to be activated. Heaven help

Nick I got involved in training other divers

cylinders and home-made wetsuits.

you if this had been accidently deployed

in 1994/6 and was a regional area coach

There was no hard boat diving then, you

before you were ready.

for BSAC Southern Region. I now prefer
training instructors so they can train others.

What were the membership numbers

there – avoiding tree branches underwater

when you joined?

had to plan all your dives yourselves. Also

Frances Drysuits instead of home-made

in poor viz could be challenging. First

Frances Probably about 35-50 diving

there were fewer B&Bs so we tended to

wetsuits – this added a lot to comfort and

proper dive was at Kimmeridge from a RIB,

members. The age range was mostly

camp or use bunk houses.

the ability to extend dive times.

Interview continues on page 14
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the Jewsons
in conversation with

continued from page 13

What would you change?

TRAINING
matters
Jon Payne

Ocean Diver theory lecture

Sports Diver DSMB practicals at Weymouth

During the last year I have concluded

the sound pool and theory training pays

that year one is about settling into the role

off, and the smiles on students faces as

– it’s a busy one – and an aspiring TO needs

they return are one of the rewards for us

that time to become fully effective.

as instructors.

Buddy checks on frst open water dives at Wraysbury

Nick More thorough training because
we now have competition with PADI. The
membership numbers were lower in the
past but people tended to stay.
What do you like most?
Both The camaraderie on boats between
dives on top of the joy of being in water.
What do you like least?
Nick Getting changed in the rain, loading boat in the rain.
Frances Getting sea sick!
What has kept you interested?
Both Advances in technology most definitely, with each
innovation adding new challenges. Nitrox in the late 80’s
and Trimix in mid 90’s enabled extension to dives and
being able to visit deeper wrecks.
Ever thought you would have stayed so long?
Nick No! If I had, I would have taken lifetime membership!
Future of diving in UK?
Nick Wreck diving has probably had its heyday
as the old wrecks disintegrate.
Frances Sea life declining, vis and weather also seem
to be deteriorating...probably from over-fishing and
climate change.
Both We are concerned about what the branch will
look like in ten years – in particular over pool access and
membership demographics. How do we retain members
who mostly are joining in their 30-40’s? Younger members,
in particular, have many more activities to draw them away.
The sport has become a lot more expensive:
equipment required, plus B&Bs, meals out and fuel
used to get to dive sites. In addition, dive shops and
charter boats are disappearing.
On a positive note BSAC membership, which was
once in decline, has now steadied. PADI meanwhile is
declining worldwide but other agencies have picked up.
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This November
marked the one-year
anniversary of my
initiation into the world
of the Training Officer – a
role comprising various
responsibilities: delivering
the training required
both for existing divers
and new trainees, being
knowledgeable about
the multitude of training
offerings, monitoring
training standards in the
branch, looking after the
administrative and logistical
aspects of running courses,
herding cats, and so on.

So year two is where the real work
starts, with a full pipeline of training being

Three wishes

worked up. All this would not be possible

So as we move into another year, there are

without a lot of help – not only from the

a few things on my wish list. Firstly, if you

dedicated band of instructors who serve

don’t see the training you are looking for,

us so well, giving so generously of their

please ask me. Some courses are run on an

time and knowledge, but also without

‘on demand‘ basis and won’t be slotted into

some trusty assistance in putting

a busy training diary unless someone asks.

everything together.
Many thanks go to Martin Hamilton

Secondly, please help all our instructors
– try to stick to planned dates wherever

who has been instrumental in the core

possible (and I appreciate sometimes it’s

course logistics this year and in 2017/18

not). Thirdly, consider annually partaking

will be looking after all the SDC’s.

in some of the Skills Develpment Courses

I really cannot overstate the

that help maintain and build on our diving

importance of all these contributors,

skills, for example oxygen administration,

and as I stand in a rainy car park at NDAC

buoyancy and trim workshops, lifesaver

or Vobster on yet another weekend’s

etc. Without practice and refreshers, some

training activities I often reflect on their

of these skills can become rusty.

endless enthusiasm and dedication.

A matter of growth

Rescue skills refreshers at Wraysbury

Finally, there is a reason why our
instructors give up so many hours of
their free time, and that is the tremendous

Now without students new to diving,

reward of seeing our students qualify as

we wouldn’t grow as a club and a sport,

divers, and then in many cases progress

and here my thoughts turn to our Ocean

their diving, sometimes to very high levels.

Diver students in particular – rolling up at

So, if you are interested in following the

Wraysbury for their first (often murky) lake

Instructor path, let’s sit down and have

dives, or arriving at Portland for their first

a chat. The club needs instructors to

sea dives. It’s easy to forget that for these

survive in the long term, and we are

students such occasions can be daunting

always interested in helping people

– particularly if conditions are inclement. I

to progress down this route.

am always proud to see new divers facing

Dive planning at Weymouth

Buoyancy and trim course at Stoney Cove

With that, and on our 50th Anniversary

these situations for the first time, and

(we must be doing something right), I wish

gamely jumping in. It is at this point that

you all safe and enjoyable diving.
Chartwork workshop
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The depths of

INSTRUCTING
Nic Hallett

years

Nic takes a try diver for their first pool experience

One of the most rewarding activities is teaching the sport you

many times over in the years ahead. Experienced divers who

love to new, wanna-be divers. 434 is blessed with a number of

are consistently over-weighted whilst kicking up silt and coral

instructors at all levels and whilst we’ve heard the experiences

will have learnt their bad habits in those first few months in

of the new Ocean Diver many times on these pages what is the

the pool.

instructor’s point of view?
Firstly why become an instructor? It is rightfully demanding
training involving the IFC, OWIC, PIE and TIE so acronymexcellence is lesson number one. Some become instructors to test
their own skills or to develop the ability to share their passion.
But whatever the reason, instructing does give you these things.
Few experienced divers will practice 20 or 30 CBLs and AS ascents
every year unless they are instructing. And if you ever need to
apply the drills for real you’ll be glad your buddy is an instructor.

Try dive and beyond
The ‘try dive’ is the first experience of instructing for many –
ironic in that it is probably the most demanding, with unknown
students of very variable ability. I’ve had try divers who couldn’t
really swim but were “willing to give it a go”, another that was
“terrified of water ”and thought this would help, through to
young lads who felt immortal, constantly leaping ahead, making
up their own rules like excitable puppies straining at the leash.
In the same way that the percentage pressure change from
the surface to 10 meters is greatest, I believe that Ocean Diver
training from non-diver to first level qualification is one of the
biggest challenges. Everything beyond that is incremental
until you decide to go CCR and have to unlearn everything
that experience has so far taught you.
Most Ocean Divers want to get straight to scuba at 12m
watching the Red Sea reefs. Managing their disappointment
at the prospect of two, three or even four months at 3m in the
Bracknell pool can be a challenge – although some of the pond
life is remarkably similar in both. And speaking of pool life...who
says you cannot speak (shreik?) underwater when an inquisitive
student suddenly fins away from you, only to return with a
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Most trainees will discover a block somewhere during the
course. For many it is mask clearing, for others it might be
finning techniques or buoyancy. It can be the drills or something
as simple as opening your eyes underwater which took one
trainee over a month to master. Every instructor has a slightly
different approach to each skill and I know that if I can’t crack
a certain skill with a trainee then I bring in another instructor.
Often their technique, approach or fresh dose of patience can
make all the difference.
With skills that are as second nature to us as divers, it can
be difficult to understand how someone can be able to not do
something. Like riding a bike – if someone falls off whilst learning
what do you say? Suggestions such as “keep upright, don’t fall
over, keep your balance”, whilst technically accurate, are actually
not very helpful to the learner. Hence my trainee who constantly
swam at a 45° yaw...we checked her kit, we adjusted her weights
and only when another instructor (thanks Jeff ) said “use your fins
to correct you attitude in the water” did we both discover that it
wasn’t a kit issue at all. The OWIC can only teach you so much and
sometimes only experience can teach you the rest.
The keen, millennial learner who is relaxed, confident and
self-aware in the water, who is sensible and committed to the
theory and practical, who attends every week and picks up every
drill first time, who launches themselves into Wraysbury, NDAC
and the Dorset Atlantic with the right balance of caution and
confidence is easy to train. And you need some of these to restore
your faith in humanity every now and again. However trainees
with issues, blocks, phobias and even those who are downright
dopey make life a lot more interesting.

The joy of it all

Gill Vine certainly proved it was possible when one of her

Seeing the grin of a first successful open water dive is always

trainees did just that.

a pleasure but seeing it on the face of someone who has really

fundamentals of buoyancy and finning techniques will pay off

Garry Beattie

Some things are sent to try us

huge (dead, I might add) hairy legged house spider dangling –

What experience teaches us though, is that focusing on the

of diving adventures

had to work at it is the real reason that many instructors do what
they do.

Lochaline in the sun! 2010 dive trip
Backdrop: jewel amenomes, The Smalls, Pembrokeshire

Back (L-R): Terry Ede, Steve Lawson, Dave Hughes, Felicity Townsend, Paul Nicholas, Skipper,
Tim Slow, Martin Hamilton, Andy Hodgson. Front (L-R): Ruth Beattie, Garry Beattie, Geraint Morris.
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GARRY BEATTIE

21 years

of diving adventures

Joined BSAC434
1 January 1996

Sports Diver
6 August 1996

Novice Diver
4 April 1996

Dive Leader
4 November 1998

Novice II Diver
25 April 1996

Advanced Diver
7 June 2001

6

7

8

E49 Sub UK, Suan Song dive

2

XDREAMing: Club weekend at Weymouth 2004
Maui Schooner

3

First diving memories was our

This was my first 20m plus visibility dive...

club training dive at Swanage whilst

amazing! So much so that Ruth got vertigo

undergoing open water shore dives

sitting on an underwater cliff at 20m. We did

for Novice 1& 2 qualifications. Frances

get a bit concerned on returning from our

Jewson was kind enough to instruct

unaccompanied dive, to find the large dive

myself and one other student for a

boat was crewed by our two kids who were

poodle around Swanage Pier. I still

7 and 14 at the time. The Dutch skipper

remember the slippery steps down

and instructors were apparently busy in the

to the waters edge and 2-3m viz s

water with students.

howing the amazing (for me) sea

Post Dive Leader training gave way to

life around the pier supports. Much

even better diving experiences when Ruth

laughter was experienced from the

and I joined the “techies” of the time, diving

group when, twinset donned,

out of Haslar Marina, Gosport. I learned

Frances did a great stranded turtle

more about diving during those dives

impression at the bottom of the pier

on the UB81 and others with the likes of

steps – Attenborough would be proud.

Nick and Francis Jewson, Dennis Hughes,
Mark Cover et al. than all of the preceding

Sports Diver training led to a number of

training dives. I can still remember the

unique diving experiences. One dive in

haunting banging from within the sub as

particular led my wife, Ruth, and I to dive

Mark was “inspecting” the internal brass bits.

from a “Gin Palace” ocean-going motor boat

Lava tubes of Maui

4

Valentine wreck, Maui...kissy, kissy

the opportunity to dive the block ships, a

With Advanced Diver qualification,

British waters made it a unique experience.

truly memorable experience surpassing

many other foreign dive holidays were

The 20m viz, sunny conditions and flat

in my opinion the many German wrecks

experienced. Chris Edwards introduced me

waters made it especially memorable and

that were also visited. My first, and only,

to the delights of diving the Florida Keys,

the resultant video of the dive was kindly

cod bottle was found in Scapa Flow. Over a

with one of the highlights being the USS

voted club video of the year in 2013.

number of years Lochaline also became a

Spiegel Grove. ‘Sandals holidays’ also gave

favourite diving holiday. The wrecks in the

the opportunity to do lots of great dives

To sum it all up

Sound of Mull were, when the viz and tides

including the Bianca C, Grenada.

Many dive log books later and nearly

allowed, spectacular. The occasional sea

(our DO and instructor). The Isle of Wight

Sports and Dive Leader training coupled

was the location with an exceptional drift

Moving on

with the significant experience acquired

dive that nearly took us on to The Needles.

over a number of years allowed Ruth and I

Completing mask clear drills whilst being

to be confident to organise and run boats

anchored to the seabed by instructor and

out of Portsmouth, Plymouth, Exeter,

buddy is a skill you don’t quickly forget.

Weymouth2, Brighton and Normandy.
especially memorable was the first Sharm

Once qualified as Sports Divers, Ruth

El Sheikh day boat adventure. Push starting

and I had great fun in joining a number

the Colona Dive Land Rover with 14 year old

of Plymouth club dives. First was from

security personnel sporting kalashnikovs

Bovi Sands when the club still had its own

made for an interesting experience. The

RIBs. Other great Pymouth trips1 followed,

eleven other club divers, mostly those who

organised by Chris Edwards, with hilarious

I had trained with, enhanced the superb

escapades on Cee King dive boat (no lift)

diving with fine banter and not a little

from Queen Ann’s Battery. Team chips

drinking. The tick list continued for the 10

were always a great ‘after dive’ meal in the

best wreck dives (additional to the James

cafe. The more formal club dive meals were

Egan Layne), Sharm and Hurgarda diving

never the same after dancing on tables in

allowed us to visit the Thistlgorm, with

one of the local Plymouth restaurants.

follow up dives on the Ghiannis D, Carnatic,

confidence to go diving from the island
Zakynthos in the Mediterranean as mere
Sports Divers, whilst on a family holiday.
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Yolanga turtle...show no fear!

eagle was an extra special bonus.

The great training gave Ruth and I the

caption.........................

Grouper ‘VW’

Expanding our horizons

Foreign dive holidays became routine,

10

MV Shakem wreck, Grenada

belonging to friends of Mick Whitbread

Sports Diver and beyond

5

9

E49 Conning Tower

Further adventures included cavern
6

A visit to Maui extended our diving

diving in Mexico, manta dives in The

experienced was the famous SS Yongala

Maldives and dedicated dive holidays

wreck offshore from Townsville in Australia.

in Tunisia, Phuket, Bahamas, Tobago

We were lucky to dive it on the centenary

and St Lucia.

of its loss. The marine life surrounding

3

experiences to those of sunken schooners
4/5

and lava tubes

whilst trips to Curaco and

900 dives logged, the best dive I have ever

the wreck is on steroids, including ‘VW’9

Swan song

(a grouper the size of a VW beetle car), a

Bonaire with dives on the Superior Producer

My swan song for British diving was

very bossy large turtle10 whose ‘look but

and the Himlar Hooker were added to the

during the holiday experience with many

don’t touch’ policy does not count when

growing list of memorable wreck dives.

of my long standing dive buddies on the

he barrels into the divers and a shy bull

Still to this day I smile as I remember the

Shetlands live-aboard Valkyrie. The E49

shark. Additionally, the Yongala was named

dive guide briefing ending up with the

British WW1 sub

statement: “OK divers... let’s go down on

dive I have had the pleasure to experience.

and to cap it all, she was built on the

the Hooker”.

One of the furthest northerly wrecks in

Tyne...ye canit get better water than that!

7/8

was the best submarine

after an aboriginal word for “good water”

Plymouth Club Dive 2000: great diving...great divers!

1

El Mina, Rosalie Moëller to name but a few...
diving heaven!
More adventures over the following
years, included trips to Scapa Flow giving
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Nutella nut cake

RIB ride

Tony Coldham

Ingredients
All should be at room temperature
120g butter
190g caster sugar
150g Nutella
5 eggs, whites and yolks separated
¾ cup flour
1 tablespoon cocoa powder
1 cup of ground hazelnuts or walnuts
Purchase pre-ground, or grind in food
processor, or chop well with a knife

Zosia cake

Ruth Beattie

Our 2017 dive trip to Pembroke took place on the
hottest weekend of the year. It was a long drive down
with my buddy, Tu, but all seemed worthwhile when we
arrived in the beautiful county of Pembrokeshire. Blue
skies and sun blazing, flat calm seas plus the chance to
complete some of our Sports Diver training lessons.

Tony takes the helm

sea flat and there is good viz. The company is always good but what can add

It was a very large group so we were split between two hard boats.

Another point to make is that entering a RIB from the sea is not at

to a truly great dive day is having Zosia on the boat because she always comes

On Saturday, we three SD trainees (Tu, Craig and I) were allocated

all gracious and several attempts were requiried. Although learnt

with cake! Over the last few years she has never let us down. I asked her why

places on Eva Ann with two local BSAC instructors (Hywel and

poolside on the Ocean Diver course, in reality it is much harder to

and for some pictures to remind us of some of her star productions!

Leigh), who had kindly agreed to join us so that we could complete

do on a bobbing boat. The hard boat lift was definately easier!

A club dive has many attractions, especially if the weather is good and the

some of our training. Our days diving included a pinacle at Stack

Throughout the day Leigh and Hywel passed on a lot of

“I still can’t believe that it’s been ten years since I baked my first cake for a diving

Rocks, with dogfish, dead mens fingers, crabs, nudibrah and

boat handling knowledge which was all part of the RIB riding

weekend. I still remember brownies made from Cosco pre-mixed powder that

colourful dahlia anemones.

experience and will hopefully come in handy in the future. Another

3 teaspoons baking powder
4 tablespoons milk

required only adding eggs and oil. It’s got much more sophisticated right now.
blown out, the cake has to go into a freezer until the next time. A few years back I

seats were to be on a RIB. Eager to try something new, we were all

Chocolate glaze

made an elaborate one that looked like one of the boats we used – Divetime. Diving

up for it, especially when the carrot was dangled that we would

Back on the hard boat

100g dark chocolate
50g butter

was unfortunately canceled by the skipper at the last moment. And there I was in

also have a chance to drive it.

Our final day of diving found us back on a hard boat, this time The

Weymouth with a huge cake. Thankfully Alan Ashbury had big freezers in his Eastney

Method
Using electric mixer, beat butter until
white and fluffy, gradually adding
sugar and Nutella whilst still mixing.
Add yolks one at a time, still mixing.
Add flour, cocoa powder, ground nuts,
baking powder and milk. Mix together.
In a separate bowl, whisk egg whites
until stiff and delicately fold into the
chocolate mixture – do not overmix.
Transfer mixture into a 21cm round
tin lined with baking paper.
Bake for 20min in a preheated oven
at 160°C, then increase temperature
to 170°C and bake for 40min.

Usually we have two cakes on the boat: one for each day. Sometimes if we get

Hotel. The cake survived with a few minor scratches and we ate it a few weeks later.
I have a sweet tooth and home made cake tastes so good after a dive, especially

We all met up for a meal in the evening where the SD trainees
learnt that they may have drawn the short straw. On Sunday, our

great days diving with great viz. We dived on a wall at Skokholm
and Rye Rocks. Seals, puffins and lobster were all in abundance.

Overdale. Tu and I acted as Assistant Dive Managers for the day as

Dogfish and doughnuts

part of our assessment.

We loaded our kit, drove out of the harbour and were offered

Our first dive was stunning, a bimble along a rock gulley with

if for lunch on Scimitar, you get half frozen half burnt pasties. Baking brings back

the driving seat under the supervision of our instructors. After

plenty to see including the biggest lobster I have ever seen, plus a

childhood memories when my Mum always baked something for Sunday”.

mastering the technique of driving in a straight line, we were

large family of prawns hiding under a rock.

allowed to try out some ‘doughnuts’ (driving in a circle), taking

The second dive did not dissappoint either. This was a wreck

care not to decelerate too quickly as a wave of water over the

dive on The Dakotian – a very large vessel which could be fully

back of the boat may have been frowned upon :-)

appreciated due to the excellent viz. On arrival at the dive site,

We discovered that one major advantage to being on a RIB
meant that we arrived at our dive site in about a quarter of the
time that it took the hard boat. During this time we moored up

even the skipper was surprised that the seabed (at 18m) was
visible and referenced by hundreds of jellyfish.

to watch a group of playful and inquisitive seals. The downside,

The verdict

was no shelter from the elements...and today was another

The hard boat diving was very civilised but the RIB was much

scorcher. A borrowed hotel towel came in very handy as a

more fun – it was definately not the short straw!

makeshift sunshade.
Towel twins

Hang on tight lads!

Too hot for a drysuit?

Tu gives his breifing

To test, insert a wooden skewer –
when baked, it should come out clean.
Do not use fan setting of the oven.

Glaze
Melt butter in a small pan, remove
from stove and add chocolate. Mix.
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New products on show at the
Dive Officer’s Conference 1975

The Empire Heritage

Super Aqualung £212.00
New UDS system from US Divers
consisting: 3 aluminium cylinders with
regulator first stage built into manifold.
Encased in a smart yellow cycolac case
with backpack and harness.

The Moldavia

We were sitting on a dive boat off the

myself. Nick was shooting a video all the

northwest coast of Ireland near a place

way down as proof for disbelievers!

called Loch Swilly. The Dive Manager was

Wow, what a beauty

a 9,600 tonne P&O liner commandeered

briefing us on a wreck that we might enjoy

It was not long before we could see the

for war service. Three days later, UB-57

the following day. He said it was a good

wreck lying ahead of us. The shot line was

went on to sink the famous steamship

wreck, but we were to discover that he

near the stern and we could easily see

The Kyarra.

sold it short...it turned out to be one of the

through a huge shoal of fish to the rudder

On 23 May 1918, Ober-Leutnant Lohs
in submarine UB-57 sunk The Moldavia,

Divers Torch £15.10 / £40.00
New to market! Hand lamp with
nylon coated cast marine alloy. Two
versions: dry battery cell or rechargable
nickel-cadmium cells. Output 35-40,000
candle power.

most memorable wrecks that I had done

HMS Moldavia sank in 50 metres of water,

since diving deep.

24 miles south of Littlehampton and,
because the vessel is so far out, underwater

The Empire Heritage was sunk 24 miles

visability can be as much as 20 metres.

offshore in WW2 by a German submarine.

The wreck lies on her port side with

It was a 12,000 tonne oil tanker carrying

the bow section still intact, and two large

a cargo of tanks and trucks. On the day

Aquastar Glasstar Watch £27.00

anchors hang in place. She is twisted and

Non-conventional 17 jewel, automatic
watch made from ultra-lightweight ninmagnetic glass fibre. Features include a
calendar and bezel with one-way ratchet.
Available in black or yellow.

collapsed in the mid-deck whilst the stern

felt like we were sitting on a large carpet

is completely over on her side with two

which was being gently shaken. The swell

Postcard from the ship

we dived her, there was a slight swell. It

rows of portholes. This is the shallowest

out of the magnificent ship – well worth

took a time to reach us, the boat lifted up,

part of the wreck at 37 metres.

the 75 minutes of deco!

and then it was gone. Our dive boat was

I dived this wreck many times and

And another thing...there were always

The Salutay, and her skipper (nicknamed

it never lost its appeal. The last time I

one or two lobsters and plenty of fish and

Sergeant Major) was extremely competant

dived her, the viz was 15-20m and a great

crabs. I hope the new generation of divers

with a dry sense of humour.

45 minutes was spent swimming in and

have as much fun on her as I did.

We were diving mixed gases: 16%
oxygen and 44% helium, with 40% nitrox

Echo sounder trace of the wreck

down to 30m and back again. Our deco
stops at 9, 6 and 3m were breathed on
80% nitrox.
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and a huge prop behind. I had switched
gas at 30m so, with the help of trimix, I had
a clear head – it could have been 20m.
As we swam away from the stern
towards mid-ships we came across the
first trucks and then Sherman tanks sitting
bolt upright on the wreckage. The turrets
of the tanks were open, whilst some of the
vehicles were on their sides.
We spent about 20 minutes on the
wreck but I could have easily spent an hour
and twenty...we didn’t get to see it all but
I do remember looking up at some mast
structure. It was all standing upright and
reminded me of the Eiffel Tower with light
from the surface illuminating it.
All good things...
Then it was over, far too quickly...time
to go! Nick signalled ‘up’, we fired off our
DSMBs and began our ascent. We could still

I have a good feeling about this

see the wreck for quite a while on our way

The shot was lowered and straight away we

back up and I can still picture it in my mind.
Back on the boat everyone was really

Nautech Jacket £30.00

could tell that the viz was going to be good

Jacket incorprating ‘ascender’ hardware
and an AP automatic mouthpeice.

– we just didn’t realise how good! Frances J

excited – really...it was just one of those

was first on the line followed by Nick J and

absolutely fantastic dives!
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My family

and other stuff

Andy Hodgson

Guides
give it a try
Opening up diving to the next generation
Bracknell 434 Sub Aqua Club was approached by the leader of
1st Binfield Girl Guides and asked if we could give some of the guides a

of my father, Alec Hutchins moved out of London to Bracknell
and after many visits to their house my parents followed suit.
What’s this got to do with the club you ask? Well, Alec was a
founding organiser and the very first DO of the club. Along with
another neighbour John Herbert (first chairman) the club was
born. I’ve recently been in contact with both of them and they will
see what historic information they can dig up. Hopefully they may
be able to come down to the club one night.
I first joined Bracknell Sub Aqua Club in the 70’s as a junior
snorkeler. Sadly I found video games and messing about much
more interesting, so my membership was but a whim. However,
my father was an active diver and I remember many summer
holidays spent on diving trips to Cornwall and Devon. Everything
was done on a shoestring – homemade wetsuits, converted fire

try dive. We last did this about four years ago and were happy to oblige

extinguishers for air cylinders and the good old DIY wooden SMB

once more, so dates were found in our otherwise busy training schedule.

reel (a BSAC pattern design).

Ahead of the planned event some of us

quite smoothly on both nights once

tremendous fun with large groups getting together and all

went to the guides club night to explain

we managed to get masks that fitted

enjoying the adventure. The general spirit was different from today

what a try dive entails and show them the

and showed the girls the best way to

– club nights were held in pubs, training was in open-air pools and

kit they would be using. Then, spread over

defog them. Never has spitting been so

even The Thames, but most of all it was the young and spirited that

two club nights, Sept 14th and 21st, our

enthusiastically performed!

made up the majority of members, a very different demographic

pool became exceptionally busy as as the
guides were introduced to scuba.

Altogether 23 guides aged between 12
and 14 went into the water, and judging by

Diving in those days was very much a family event,

to today.
In the 80’s during a trip to Greece I badgered my parents into

their expressions as they finished their try

paying for a SCUBA course. PADI didn’t exist in that area and diving

so many of our club members became

dives each thoroughly enjoyed themselves.

was strictly controlled by the military. My instructor went sick part

so enthusiastically involved in the whole

A couple of girls had admitted they were

way through, so my father and John Herbert (mentioned earlier)

exercise. There were seven instructors and

nervous going in, but that was quickly

took over the course... highly unorthodox and probably against

a photographer who all spent almost 3

overcome. Quite a few of them became

Greek law. Needless to say I loved it, got my open water certificate

hours in the water over the two nights,

so relaxed and comfortable in the water,

and retain many great memories of that time.

multiple people lugging and assembling

that the instructors had them turning

YES, THIS REALLY IS ME...

kit, and one person giving briefings, while

somersaults and swimming through

I continued as a holiday

yet others were talking with and possibly

hoops, and we have the photographs to

diver, gaining a few PADI

reassuring the accompanying parents.

prove it.

qualifications as the USA

What was really great was the way

My role was liaising with the guide

The girls were charged £5 each and

outfits didn’t like my Greek

leader, allocating girls to instructors and

all the money has been put into our

cert. Once our children were

requesting assistance with kit – all the rest

annual charity fund which, last year, was

older and less dependent on

sort of followed with people stepping up

supporting Pilgrim Hearts and Diveability.

my services I approached the

and helping. I felt this really epitomises

Thanks to everyone at the club who

club one Thursday night, met a few members and signed up. I’d

what a dive club is about.

was involved – it could not

never dived in the UK...that first year was a great experience and

We managed to provide kit for all

have happened without

I loved every minute.

comers, including some borrowed from

you. A really rewarding

members to accommodate even the very

experience for

possible, all through the generosity and friendship of the club

small girls, who in some cases used 5l

everyone involved.

members and instructors. I will forever be indebted and thank

cylinders which helped with their inwater comfort. Everything flowed along
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My family moved to Bracknell in 1972. An old work colleague

Ruth Beattie

Ten years on and I have achieved more than I ever dreamed

them all. Long may this great fraternity of likeminded individuals
continue to thrive and bring joy to all involved.
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Preparing the ramp for boat loading, Porthkerris Cove

Diveaholic
Advanced

Gill Vine

After qualifying as a Club Diver more

bout of neural shingles as excuses not

except for the surprise loud announcements

years ago than I now care to recall, I was

to continue. I admit I was tempted, but

of ‘practice scenario’ from Jeff and prize

adamant that I was perfectly happy with

I pretty much thought the others might

acting performances from the two Petes.

20m dives and that was that. But there is

kick my crutches from under me if I packed

First Pete Custerson with a broken shoulder

no health warning that this sport is 100%

it in at this stage!

amid blood curdling screams and second

addictive and so other qualifications

a near drowning incident with such fine

were to follow including Sports Diver,

Dive expedition

Dive Leader, Instructor and various SDCs.

Theory exam taken and passed, it was time

actually sick! Alan and I were also required

to concentrate on expedition planning. I

to perform in-water rescue breaths and tow,

To be honest, I thought I had the habit

have planned and run many boats in my

recover the casualty to the boat and manage

under control, but obviously not, as in

time at the club, so this should be easy...

the incident onboard.

2016 I found myself not only requesting

right? Well maybe not, but we are fortunate

play acting from Peter Newman that he was

Post-Cornwall, Alan and I were feeling

that the club run an Advanced Diver course

to have such supportive members in our

pretty chuffed – only the rescue drills to

but also roping in a bunch of both willing

club. I should especially thank Jeff for the

complete now. Being instructors, we both

and unwilling students to join me. With

many extra tutorials and Andy Taylor for his

practice these skills pretty regularly so not

narcotics, pain follows pleasure...whilst

chartwork coaching in the two weeks prior

so hard, surely? Well actually yes, these

AD is pretty much all pain, but the

when I was approaching melt down!

were also tougher than anticipated. Lifts

achievement results in pure ecstasy :-)

Theory marathon

The expedition itself took place in

from 20m in full kit are harder than those

Cornwall with Alan Brown and myself dive

taught at Sports and even Dive Leader level,

managing on alternate days. Unbelievably

but as this would be the reality in a real

You can all check the syllabus so I won’t

the sun shone every day – we had flat calm

incident, very necessary to get right. Two

comment on the entire course content.

seas and even dolphins...yes, really! Skipper

trips to Vobster at stupid o’clock and both

Suffice to say that the write up is pretty

Mike also turned out to be a great guy

assessments were completed.

short and it didn’t look too arduous. Wrong!

who allowed us up into his, strictly private,
‘boudoir’ (positioned above the main deck)

Final words

chartwork course delivered by Jeff Reed.

to ‘examine his instruments’ and enjoy a

All in all this is a really great course...whether

After several weeks of trying to master the

grandstand view of the dolphin show.

you think you need it or not! Given that

We started with a very thorough

art of charts it was announced that it was

our club rarely dives RIBs these days, the

now time to start the course proper! A full

Rescue scenarios

day of theory lectures were delivered back

At the end of dive day four, Alan and I

hugely worthwhile. Skills involving tide

to back by Jeff, Matt Fry and Nick Jewson.

were relieved to hear that the expedition

tables taught at Dive Leader, and largely

There was talk of a pub lunch but no time

assessment was successfully completed

forgotten (again because we tend to rely on

for that...fortunately we had come prepared

and we now had the option to have a

our skippers), were revised. Safety drills and

with packed lunches and alcohol may not

day off or to complete part of our rescue

management of incidents were re-enforced.

have been a good idea...or would it?

scenarios assessment. Being complete

Please don’t be put off...but do be prepared

masochists we opted for the latter.

to put in a lot of hard work. Finally, thanks

I won’t lie, I did struggle with the
theory...and in truth, I could probably have

chartwork was completely new to me but

Day five arrived with two wrecks to dive

to all our other instructors not individually

used a recent hip op followed by a severe

out on the Lizard. It would have been great

mentioned for all their time and support.

Chartwork in the classroom

Boat loading from the ramp

Cornish dolphins give a fine performance
Skipper Mike’s
‘boudour’
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Special events
to mark our celebration year
Anniversary T-Shirts
Bracknell Sub Aqua Club 50th anniversary
T-Shirts using design selected at AGM.
Organiser: Jonna Fry
Commemorative mouthpiece
Special edition dedicated to the club’s
50 year history.
Organisers: Ruth Beattie/Gill Vine

Organiser: Gill Vine

Dates to remember
27 January 2018
Ice Divers Ball at Grange Hotel, Bracknell.
Excuse to dig out the finery and enjoy some
good food together with live music provided
by Pink Fish.
Organiser: Sue Payne
Feb/March 2018 (final date to be confirmed)
Club night at Bracknell Leisure Centre
Club photo shoot. Aim to get as many club
divers as possible in the pool for a photo
shoot with the club banner.
Organiser: Andy Taylor
16 June 2018
50 divers plus SMBs at Cromhall Diving
Centre, Woton-under-Edge
Requires 50 divers each with SMBs to form a
50 shape on the surface. There will be plenty
of time for a dive or two and the event will be
followed by a lakeside BBQ for all the family.
Organisers: Karen Waller/Hayley Giles
28 July 2016
Anniversary Thames River Cruise
Leaving from Caversham Pier, Reading
Four hours of partying plus dinner and
disco on Caversham Lady
Organiser: Sue Payne
25-27 August 2018
Release of juvenile lobsters
Planned to coincide with Plymouth Club
Weekend and in collaboration with the
National Lobster Hatchery
Organiser: Jonna Fry
Dates to be advised
Club BBQ
Open house at the Leisure Centre
Organiser: Martin Hamilton
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Club dive trip 1976

Charities

supported by Bracknell BSAC434
The club likes to have an involvement in
the community. We normally vote in a
dive related and local charity each year
at our AGM. Here are a few that we have
supported in recent years.
2004 -2005
RNLI, Children with Leukemia,
The Paul Bevan Cancer Foundation
2005 – 2006
DDRC, Thames Valley Air Ambulance, RNLI
2006 – 2007
Thames Hospice Care

Underwater cheque presentation to Scuba Trust, 2009

2013 – 14
MacMillan, Scuba Trust
2014 – 15
Diveability, Thames Valley Hospice
2015 – 16
RNLI, Thames Valley Air Ambulance

2007 – 2008
Bracknell Samaritans

2016 – 17
Diveability, Pilgrim Hearts

3
2011 – 12
RNLI, Thames Valley Hospice

2017 – 18
National Lobster Hatchery,
Alzheimer Society

2012 – 13
Movember cancer charity

SAY IT
IN

Three words

to describe our club

Friendship, experiences, training
Raj Bhatnager
Friendly, addictive, expensive
Gill Vine
Inclusive, social, active
Jon Payne
Bubbles, bounty, buddies (& beer)
Garry Beattie
Friendly, adventurous, encouraging
Steve Lawson
Helped me achieve
Carol Hodgson

BABY FACE QUIZ ANSWERS:

1 Alan Brown. 2 Gayle Watson. 3 Carol Hodgson. 4 Richard Watson. 5 Andy Taylor.

50 task challenge
Fifty dive tasks for members to complete
throughout the year.

